We build the
<trusted ecosystem>
for the laboratory
of the future.

<Premium support>
Our support team is always available to provide
excellent guidance whenever needed - helping
the digitization of your lab, allowing you to
focus on your quest to make groundbreaking

Labforward connects teams, data,
devices and processes.
Get to know our solutions:
Labfolder: The software for
intuitive research data
management.
Laboperator: The platform
to connect devices and execute
workflows.
Always accessible and easy to use.

discoveries.

We provide:
> Personalized demos and onboarding
> Proof-of-concept pilots
> Dedicated support and assistance
> Fastest support response in the market!

Contact us!
contact@labforward.io
+49 (0) 30 915 726 42
Elsenstrasse 106
12435 Berlin
Germany

Find out more at Labforward.io

<assisting laboratories>
in their quest to
make groundbreaking
discoveries.
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to manage all your data.

automation.

Together with customers and industry partners, we
strive to provide solutions that bring laboratory routines
to the next level.

You don’t just go paperless, with our ELN you have all

We developed a vendor-agnostic technology

the functions of an ELN and inventory management,

allowing you to orchestrate the equipment you already

together with team collaboration features.

have in your lab.

All your laboratory data in one place

Combine your devices in intelligent workflows

> SW Signature Workflows for effective

> Work with text, spreadsheets, charts and images

> Build your own automated workflows

document management in your lab

> Upload and store all file formats

> Monitor & control lab equipment remotely

> WP Well plate templates to efficiently

> Work together as a team on shared projects

> Combine data and calculate parameters

design and run multi-well experiments

Customers

> LD Lab dashboard to efficiently
Find your data in seconds

Monitor your laboratory equipment 24/7

monitor your environment

> Link lab notes to a built-in inventory system

> Create dashboards to bundle equipment monitoring

> SL Smartlab to get your entire

> Search and filter everything your team ever recorded

> Get notified when instrument values are out of range

laboratory to the next level

> Find experiments by material/equipment used

> Integrate safety protocols and reports
And we are not done yet!
Just as the laboratory environment
continuously evolves, we not only make
sure to provide progressive but also
reliable solutions which allow you to
comply with regulations such as GxP,
ISO standards FDA and HIPAA.
For our supportive spirit, we’re trusted
by the most innovative laboratories and
solution providers worldwide.
Partner with us and reach out at

labfolder.com

laboperator.com

partnering@labforward.io

Partners

